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Below are the performance of our single model on the train set (29874 images), dev set (1492 images), and 
test set (1492 images), and ensemble model on dev set and test set.

Results

● Autonomous robot companion operated through gesture-based 
language, CADDYIAN, helps to protect divers in dangerous underwater 
environments. 

● We explore the performance of Resnet-18, 50, and 101 deep learning 
networks to classify CADDYIAN gestures using the public dataset from 
the CADDY project [1]. For better performace, we experimented 
training with both original and manually balanced datasets, with 3 
resolution levels 240×180, 320×240, and 480×360, and with categorical 
cross entropy or hinge loss. Our best single model achieved 97.45% test 
set accuracy with resnet-18 trained on dataset2500, categorical cross 
entropy, and 240×180 resolution. Our best ensemble model is majority 
voting, achieving 98.12% test accuracy. 

● tSNE analysis indicates that true negative class(with no meaningful 
gesture) can be easily confused with other classes. Additional error 
analysis identifies 6 major error factors, and proposes generating more 
training data and prior hand localization as remedy to further boost 
performance.

● The CADDY Underwater Stereo-Vision 
Dataset contains a total of 32858  640*480 
RGB images labeled with 16 gesture classes 
and one true negative class (no gesture).

● Image counts for each class are extremely 
unbalanced.

Dataset creation:
● Dataset all-scenarios: 91% train set, 4.5% for 

both valid & test set. Class weight 
proportional to the reciprocal of class size.

● Dataset2500: retain all true negative & 
start_comm images, oversample all other 
classes with 2500 images. Class weight 
balanced.

● We used original Resnet-18, 
Resnet-50, Resnet-101 architecture 
adapted from CIFAR-10 classification 
task.

● Best performing resnet-18 has 4 
stages. All layers are implemented 
with 3*3 2D convolution. With 
proceeding to the next stage, the size 
of image halve and the number of 
channels double.

Responding to the error analysis, three directions can followed:
GAN Augmentation: Using GAN to generate more CADDYIAN 
images for training.
Nested CNN - binary to multi-classifier: A nested CNN with a 
binary classifier picking up class trueneg followed by a multi-class 
classifier for labeling the rest of the images to other classes.
Nested CNN - localization prior to classification: Implementing a 
hand-localization CNN prior to the classification CNN. 

● In spite of the good performance of the overall model, precision 
and recall of some classes can be unsatisfactory. It is mainly 
because the imbalance of the test set.

● tSNE analysis
The plot shows different 
classes are well divided 
by embedding. A  number 
of truenegative samples 
have been classified as 
other classes, causing the 
precision of those classes 
drops, especially for 
classes with small sample 
size.

● Through experiments, our model can provide some insights for 
other underwater image classification problems: 1) image with 
lower resolution may serve as better input since it can weaken the 
effect of noise; 2) combining over-sampling and adding 
class-weight in the loss function can make up for the training set 
imbalance when data collection is not an option.

Performance Visualization

Majority Vote (our best ensemble model) has great sub-class performance on test set: 

Linear scale confusion matrixSub-class precision, recall and f1-score

Resnet 18 with image size 320 x 240 on dataset2500  (our best single model) training process:

Learning rate decided by ReducingLROnPlateau 
method in keras.callbacks

Loss for train set and dev set over the epochs
The image indicates the model doesn’t overfit
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